EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT

TDIP(2006)0530_1

TEMPORARY COMMITTEE ON THE ALLEGED USE OF EUROPEAN COUNTRIES BY THE CIA FOR THE TRANSPORT AND ILLEGAL DETENTION OF PRISONERS

Meeting

Tuesday, 30 May 2006 from 15:00 to 18:30, Brussels

PUBLISHED DRAFT AGENDA

1. Adoption of draft agenda

2. Chairperson's announcements

3. Exchange of views
   on the Study from the Network of Independent Experts on Fundamental Rights presented by a representative of the Network

4. Presumed use of European countries by the CIA for the transportation and illegal detention of prisoners (provisional report)
   TDIP/6/33596
   PR - PE372.179v01-00
   AM - PE374.151v01-00
   Rapporteur: Giovanni Claudio Fava (PSE)
   - Consideration of amendments
     2006/2027(INI)
     Responsible: TDIP F - Giovanni Claudio Fava (PSE) PE372.179 v01-00
     PE374.151 v01-00

5. Any other business

6. Date and place of next meeting
   Thursday, 1 June from 15:00 to 18:30 in Brussels